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ABSTRACT 
 
The relevance and value of liberation analysis for plant design and optimisation is well 
established. However, especially in flotation, the use of liberation information provided by image 
analyser systems such as the JKMRC Mineral Liberation Analyser (MLA) and QEMSCAN, has 
been largely concentrated on deportment (or losses) studies of valuable minerals in circuits.  In 
addition, in all data presentation packages, liberation data are presented in a simplified fashion 
where multiphase particles are treated as binaries (i.e. valuable mineral plus other minerals 
lumped together).  A more robust and rigorous approach for diagnosis, modelling and 
optimisation of circuits is to perform liberation analysis considering all mineral phases in 
particles. To this aim, a systematic methodology has been developed for reconciliation of 
multiphase particles. The method consists of seven steps aiming to minimize the error 
propagation of liberation data. The steps are as follows: 1) unsized mass balance, 2) size-by-size 
mass balance, 3) conversions from elemental assays to mineral quantities, 4) liberation data 
reconciliation, 5) particle classification and binning, 6) smoothing of liberation data, 7) mass 
balance of particle classes (i.e. liberation mass balance of multiphase mineral particles). 
 
The methodology has been successfully applied to flotation tests of a high-grade lead-zinc-silver 
ore from BHP-Billiton’s Cannington mine in Australia. The limit of the technique is discussed. 
The methodology opens new possibilities for multiphase particle tracking, modelling and 
simulation of flotation circuits. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Liberation analysis is widely used for designing and optimising mineral processing plants. However, especially in 
flotation, the use of liberation information provided by image analyser systems such as the JKMRC Mineral Liberation 
Analyser (MLA) and QEMSCAN, has been largely concentrated on quantifying in which form valuable minerals are 
lost in circuits (Gorain et al. 2000, Nel et al. 2005, Xia and Laplante 2004, Liipo 2003). The highest complexity level in 
studying the behaviour of mineral particles in flotation has so far been to track the valuable mineral by its size and by its 
binary class (Vianna 2004, Savassi 2006, Savassi and Dobby 2006). By simplifying the system as binary (i.e. valuable 
mineral against all the other minerals lumped together), much of valuable and precise data are lost. In this approach, to 
track all minerals of interest one should establish a number of binary mass balances, which can be time consuming. For 
simulation purposes this approach may still not be suffice since that in a number of unit operations the behaviour of 
different binary particles differs and the composition of lumped minerals in particles will change down the circuit. The 
reasons above demonstrate the need and importance of the multiphase approach in studying and modelling mineral 
processing plants. In addition, the multiphase particle approach has the potential to serve as the link between 
comminution (e.g. grinding), classification and concentration processes. 
 
 
2. NEW METHODOLOGY FOR A MULTIPHASE PARTICLE BALANCE 
 
 A new systematic methodology has been developed for reconciliation of multiphase particles. The method consists of 
seven steps aiming to minimize the error propagation of liberation data (Table I). The steps are as follows: 1) unsized 
mass balance, 2) size-by-size mass balance, 3) conversions from elemental assays to mineral quantities, 4) liberation 
data reconciliation, 5) particle classification and binning, 6) smoothing of liberation data, 7) mass balance of particle 
classes (i.e. liberation mass balance of multiphase mineral particles). The methodology differs from the one developed 
by Gay and Latti (2006) in two important ways. Firstly, the new methodology is stepwise and after each step the output 
is fixed for the remaining steps. Secondly, the output of the current technique gives the weight proportion of particle 
class with known properties in each of the streams rather than statistical information of the distribution. No 
stereological adjustment was performed because for the ore texture such as the one found in the Cannington ore its 
effect is minor (Lätti and Adair 2001, Vianna, 2004). 
 
2.1. Nomenclature 
 
For solids: 
 Wf,s = mass proportion of total solids in a fraction f in a stream s compared to plant feed 
 Ff,s = total solids flowrate in a fraction f in a stream s 
 Mm,f,s = mass proportion (grade) of mineral m in fraction f in the stream s 
 Ce,f,s = mass proportion (grade) of chemical element e in fraction f in stream s  
 Pp,f,s = mass proportion (grade) of particle p in fraction f in stream s 
 Bb,f,s = mass proportion of particle bin (class) b in fraction f in stream s 
 
For minerals: 
 Ee,m = mass proportion of element e in a mineral m 
 
For particles and particle bins: 
 Xm,p = mass proportion of mineral m in a particle (bin) p 
 
 The main symbol refers to unbalanced data (e.g. W′f,s) otherwise data is balanced. 
 
 
2.2. Steps 1 and 2: Unsized and size-by-size mass balances 
 
The first two steps, unsized and size-by-size mass balances, are well established and documented in the literature; 
therefore, these procedures will not be discussed in detail on this paper. For more information the reader is referred to 
Hodouin & Everell (1980). However, before sending a sample for chemical analysis, one should carefully consider its 
mineralogy. The analytical techniques and elements analysed should be adequate for estimating the grades of the 
desired minerals. The minimum number of elements analysed is one less than number of minerals to be tracked if the 
sum of minerals is 100%; otherwise the number of analyses and minerals equals. 
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Mass balancing gives the total solids flowrates and chemical composition of each stream on unsized and size-by-size 
basis.  
 

Table I. Multiphase particle balancing steps. Sigma (Σ) in the subscript refers to sum of the members ( i.e. sum of the 
size fractions (=bulk sample), sum of minerals (=total solids) 

Step Task Input Output 
C′e,Σ,s (or  M′m,Σ,s ); 
optionally also W′Σ,s or  F′Σ,s 

 Ce,Σ,s (or  Mm,Σ,s ); WΣ,s, 
FΣ,s 

1. Unsized balance Balance the total solids 
flowrates and chemical 
composition of the 
streams Chemical analyses of process 

samples; measurements of 
flowrates 

Unsized chemical 
composition and solids 
flowrates 

C′e,f,s (or  M′m,f,s ) ; W′f,s 
(F′f,s ) 

Ce,f,s (or  Mm,Σ,s ) ; Wf,s, 
Ff,s  

2. Size-by-size 
balance 

Balance the total solids 
flowrates and chemical 
composition of each size 
fraction Balanced unsized solids 

flowrates and chemical 
composition; mass proportions 
and chemical analyses of size 
fractions 

Size-by-size chemical 
composition and solids 
flowrates 

Ee,m ; Ce,f,s  Mm,f,s  3. Conversions of 
elemental assays to 
mineral quantities 

Calculate mineral grades 
of each stream and size 
fraction from the balanced 
chemical compositions 

Balanced chemical assays on 
unsized and size-by-size basis. 
Chemical composition of 
minerals 

Balanced unsized and size-by-
size  mineral grades 

 P′p,f,s ; Mm,f,s Pp,f,s  4. Liberation data 
reconciliation 

Reconcile the liberation 
data to match particles 
with mineral grades 

Particle data from liberation 
analysis; balanced mineral 
grades 

Particle mass proportions in 
each stream; mineral 
composition of particles 

Pp,f,s B′b,f,s  5. Particle 
classification and 
binning 

Bin the particles based on 
their composition in 
particle classes, ensuring 
that each bin has 
sufficient number of 
particles 

Particle mass proportions in 
each stream; mineral 
composition of particles 

Mass proportions and mineral 
composition of binned particle 
classes 

B′b,f,s B∗
b,f,s 6. Smoothing 

liberation data 
Smooth the grades of the 
particle classes Mass proportions and mineral 

composition of binned particle 
classes 

Smoothed mass proportions 
(and mineral compositions) of 
binned particle classes 

B∗
b,f,s ; Wf,s Bb,f,s 7. Mass balance of 

liberation data 
Balance the particle class 
grades for full particle 
class balance in the whole 
circuit 

Smoothed mass proportions 
(and mineral compositions) of 
binned particle classes 

Balanced mass proportions 
and mineral composition of 
binned particle classes 

 
 
One may argue that instead of chemical analyses or mineral grades calculated from the chemical assays, the modal 
composition provided from the liberation analysis (e.g. MLA) could be used. This is not a suitable approach because: 

• Liberation analyses are normally performed on selected streams only. 
• The quality of chemical analysis is generally better than the modal composition based on liberation analysis 

for the following reasons: 1) the sample size in chemical analysis is larger, 2) for the chemical analyses, 
samples are powdered and the sampling error in reducing the sample size is significantly lower and 3) the 
segregation in coarser particle sizes used in the liberation analysis may be a problem. 

• Although mineral processing plants treat minerals, they get their revenues mainly from metal or element 
contents. Therefore, plants are focusing on elemental grades and recoveries. If the mass balancing were 
performed using modal composition of the liberation analysis, the calculated elemental grades and recoveries 
could produce slightly different but controversial results. 
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2.3. Steps 3: Conversions of elemental assays to mineral quantities  
 
In converting chemical analysis to mineral quantities, the residual(R) of the set of mass balance equations is minimised 
(Lamberg et al. 1997, Zhang and Whiten 2001): 
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where i refers to number of elements and j to number of minerals. Mineral grades have to be positive ( i.e. for all m 
Mm≥0; therefore non-negative least squares technique has to be used to find the solution) (Lawson and Hanson 1974). 

 
If the valuable mineral is distributed between several minerals diagnostic techniques may be needed. In cases with 
complex copper mineralogy, the Copper Phase Analysis is useful (Lamberg et al. 1997). Bromine-Methanol Dissolution 
is required if both iron sulphides, pyrrhotite and pyrite, are present (Penttinen et al. 1977, Lamberg et al. 1977).  
 
For the conversions chemical composition of the minerals (Ee,m) has to be known. For the minerals carrying valuable 
elements, the composition should be based on mineral analyses of the ore using electron microprobe. For most of the 
gangue minerals their stoichiometric compositions can be used.  
 
Chemical analyses, Ce, and chemical composition of minerals, Ee,m, are subject to deviation and error. The mineral 
composition of a sample, Mm, cannot be solved ambiguously and for estimating its error distribution, Bootstrap Monte 
Carlo techniques can be used (Press et al. 1989). When the actual error distribution is known, synthetic data sets can be 
subjected to the actual set of equations. The procedure is to draw random numbers from the appropriate distribution so 
as to mimic the best understanding of the measurement errors in a matrix E and vector C. The known values of  E and C 
are generated as many times as desired, and the solution for M from the Equation 1 is obtained each time separately. 
This way the probability distribution of vector M is generated. 
 
After the conversions, mineral quantities and elemental compositions are consistent in each of the streams and size 
fractions. 
 
 
2.4. Steps 4: Liberation data reconciliation 
 
The particle data from the liberation analysis is not consistent with the mineral grades of the samples calculated in the 
previous step, nor is it consistent with the chemical composition of the samples. This is because: 

• Often the liberation output has more minerals than the ones estimated by chemical mass balancing. 
• The chemical composition of minerals in the samples is not constant but varies and a certain composition has 

been selected in the liberation analysis and in the chemical mass balancing to represent the average 
composition of minerals in the sample. 

• The quality of chemical analysis is generally better than the modal composition provided by liberation 
analysis. 

 
In processing the liberation data: 

1. Minerals of the liberation analysis are grouped to match with the minerals estimated in the step 3. 
2. The weight proportion of particles is adjusted to match with the mineral grades estimated in the step 

3. Mineral composition of the particles is not changed. 
 
For adjustment a correction value, Qm,f,s, is calculated for each mineral m in a size fraction f of a stream s before each 
iteration round: 
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The mass proportion of particle p is recalculated on each iteration round using equation: 
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Using equations 2 and 3, the particle mass proportion is iteratively adjusted until the difference between mineral grades 
from the chemical mass balancing and liberation analysis is minimised. The technique is very fast and robust. It should 
be noted that the number of particles does not change during the reconciliation. 
 
 
2.5. Steps 5: Particle classification and binning 
 
Generally, during liberation analysis some thousands of particles are measured. Liberated particles of the main minerals 
can be found often in all samples but certain types of composite particles may be scarce or absent in some of the 
streams. In order to mass balance the mineral particles, they should be grouped (i.e. binned). The level of complexity of 
the binning step depends on mineral grades and their association and, the level of detail of the model to be built. The 
binning step is performed in two stages. In the first stage, called basic binning, the following particle classes are 
formed: 
 

1. Liberated particles. Particle is regarded as liberated if the mineral exceeds the liberation threshold (LT) value.  
2. Binary particles. Particle is regarded as binary if two minerals exceed the threshold (PT) value. Binary 

particles are binned into NBB (number of binary bins) classes.  
3. Ternary particles. Particle is regarded as ternary if three minerals exceed the PT value. Each ternary group is 

further divided into six classes according to order of abundance. 
4. More complex particles. Particle is regarded complex if four or more minerals exceed the PT value. 

 
If number of minerals (N) is less than four then number of basic particle classes is: N+Tn-1*NBB+N*(N-1)*(N-1); 
otherwise, it is: 2*N+Tn-1*NBB+N*(N-1)*(N-1). T refers to triangular number, e.g. T4 = 4+3+2+1 = 10. For example, in 
five mineral system the number of basic particle classes per each size fraction is 160. 
 
The basic particle grouping is adjusted to have enough particles in each particle group in each stream. The decision of 
the particle classes can be made on the basis of feed sample only, but the result will be more reliable if more streams are 
used in defining the particle classes. The arithmetic average of all the streams is one option. In re-binning, the basic 
particle classes are combined until the minimum number of particles required (MNPR) is reached. The re-binning rules 
are: 

1. Liberated particles are not re-grouped. If the number of particles is less than MNPR then one step back should 
be taken and the grouping of the minerals should be revised. 

2. Binary particles of each mineral pair are combined with the neighbourhood bin as long as the number of 
particles exceeds the MNPR. If, after all the binary particles of two minerals are combined, the number of 
particles is still less than MNPR the mineral, the grouping should be revised. 

3. Ternary particles are combined in four stages. Firstly, the ternaries are grouped according to the dominant 
mineral, then all the ternaries consisting of same three minerals are combined and finally, all the ternaries are 
combined. If this is not enough then the classes with too few particles are combined with more complex 
particles. 

4. More complex particles are combined all together in one stage. 
 
Alternatively, the desired particle binning could control the liberation analysis: rather than analysing for example 5000 
particles, liberation analysis could be performed aiming to obtain at least MNPR observations for a desired particle 
class. 
 
 
2.6. Step 6: Smoothing The Particle Mass Proportions 
 
Due to uncertainties in liberation analysis and in the preceding data reconciliation steps, particle class recoveries 
calculated after the fifth step are most likely scattered. This could be overcome by including error bars in the recovery 
values. However, due to costs and time constraints, repeats during liberation analysis are rarely performed. Therefore, 
an alternative solution is to apply some smoothing routines to the data.  
 
In the smoothing procedure, the weight proportion of each particle class of a size fraction in each stream is adjusted. To 
overcome the problem of very high proportions of liberated particles and low proportions of binaries and ternaries, the 
mass proportions of particle classes are normalized against an internal standard, which is an arithmetic average of all the 
sampled streams. Each stream is smoothed separately and each binary type as well. The number of particles is taken 
into account in the standard deviation term. Since the shape of distribution is unknown, a library of continuous 
equations is used and the selection is made according to the lowest sum of squares. 
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2.7. Step 7: Balancing The Particle Bins 
 
After the previous steps, the mass proportion of each particle class in each stream is known. Although particle bins are 
in harmony with the mineral composition of the stream as well as with their chemical composition, particle classes’ 
balance in the whole circuit has not been achieved yet. For this purpose, the mass proportion of a particle class is 
reconciled using the flowrate of the stream as a fixed value by minimizing the difference (R) between a given mass 
proportion and reconciled mass proportion:  
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This finally solves the balanced mass proportion of each particle class in each stream. 
 
 
3. PARTICLE BALANCE IN FLOTATION TESTS WITH THE CANNINGTON ORE 
 
 
3.1. Experimental 
 
The particle mass balance and tracking methodology were tested using a flotation data set produced by Vianna (Vianna, 
et al., 2003).  Vianna conducted high controlled flotation experiments using a high-grade silver-lead-zinc ore from BHP 
Billiton’s Cannington Mine (i.e. Glenholme Breccia ore) using a novel flotation rig operated in continuous mode. The 
flotation tests were conducted at three different froth depths and five collector dosages in conjunction with cell 
characterisation and surface analysis measurements to fully characterise the floatability of different mineral particles on 
an unsized, size-by-size and size-by-liberation basis.  
 
The Cannington mine produces lead and zinc concentrates. Lead concentrate grades 70% Pb and more than 3 kg/t of 
Ag.  Zinc concentrate grades 50% Zn and 250 g/t Ag. Galena (PbS) is practically the only lead mineral and sphalerite 
((Zn,Fe)S) the zinc mineral. Fe content of sphalerite ranges widely form 1.5 to 14 wt%. In the ore, silver is carried by 
galena, with ca. 700 ppm Ag, and freibergite ((Ag,Cu,Fe)12(Sb,As)4S13) with almost 30% Ag. Quartz is the main gangue 
mineral but also talc and fluorite are important. Talc as a naturally floating mineral is occasionally a problem whereas 
fluorite content in the concentrate is too high and therefore, leaching stages are required to remove fluorine from the 
concentrates. For proper diagnose and modelling of the Cannington process the following minerals should be included 
in the particle balance: galena, sphalerite, freibergite, quartz, talc and fluorite. Quartz is needed because, as a non-
floating mineral, it is used as a tracer for the estimation of entrainment. 
 
Flotation feed, concentrate and tail streams were sieved into seven size fractions and liberation analysis was carried out 
in five fractions excluding the finest (<10 µm) and the coarsest (>150 µm) ones. At least 7000 particles were measured 
with MLA for each size fraction and 42 minerals were identified. 
 
 
3.2. Particle Balance 
 
Unsized and size-by-size elemental balances (steps 1 and 2) were solved using the 2D-mass balancing package 
developed by Gay and Andrusiewicz (1996). In converting elemental assays to mineral grades, the HSC Chemistry 6.0 
(Roine et al. 2006) was used. The calculation was divided in four rounds, each one starting from the residue of the 
previous ones (Table III). If estimated simultaneously with non-negative least squares, the major minerals would 
dominate the minimisation of the residue giving poor estimate for freibergite. To have a good estimate of quartz 
requires solving as many minerals as possible, in this case 13 minerals (Table II). 
 
Before the fourth processing step, the total difference between the mineral grades from liberation analysis and chemical 
mass balancing was between 4 and 14 wt%. Ten iteration rounds reduced the difference to less than 0.03 wt% for all 
streams and size fractions. 
 
In the basic binning step, seven minerals and five size fractions with binning parameters; LT=95 vol%, PT=5 vol-%, 
NBB=9; lead to a total of 2065 particle classes. The analysis of six repeats showed that the relationship between 
coefficient of variation of the particle class (mass proportion and number of particles) in a bin followed the equation 
CV% = 100/N0.5. Minimum number of particles in the bin was set to be 25(i.e. CV=20%). This led to establishing a 
total of 138 particle classes (Table III). The feed grade of freibergite, 0.17 wt%, is too low for establishing reliable 
particle balance with current particle counts. 7000 particles per size fraction seems to be appropriate with tracking 
minerals with grade higher than 2.2 wt% (, e.g. fluorite in the feed).   
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Figure 1 illustrates how the calculated recoveries change during the particle balancing process for galena-sphalerite and 
galena-quartz binaries of size fraction 10-20 µm in the concentrate. It also shows the difference in recoveries of 
different binary galena bearing particles and demonstrates the need of multiphase particle balance. 
 
 

Table II. Conversion from elemental assays to minerals and mineral grades in unsized feed, concentrate and tailings, 
wt%. Minerals with * were combined in particle balancing (step 5). 

Round Minerals Elements Feed Concentrate Tailing 
Galena Pb  26.91 51.49 11.38 
Sphalerite Zn 27.42 36.80 19.12 
Chalcopyrite* Cu  0.13 0.00 0.10 
Boulangerite* Sb 0.13 0.21 0.03 
Freibergite Ag 0.17 0.00 0.08 

1 

Arsenopyrite* As  0.00 0.00 0.05 
2 Pyrite* S 0.89 0.00 1.21 

Talc Mg 4.33 1.31 6.28 
Fluorite Ca 2.22 0.53 3.21 
Garnet* Al  3.16 0.72 4.79 
Quartz Si 31.63 5.69 49.45 

3 

Magnetite* Fe 1.83 2.03 1.94 
4 Others* 100-TOT 1.18 1.22 2.37 

 
 

Table III. Number of (binary) particle classes after adjustment (step 4), lib=liberated. 
 Galena Sphalerite Freibergite Quartz Talc Fluorite Others 

Galena 5 (lib)   
Sphalerite 37 5 (lib)  
Freibergite 0 0 0 (lib)  

Quartz 12 11 0 5 (lib)  
Talc 11 2 0 3 5 (lib)  

Fluorite 9 4 0 4 0 5 (lib)  
Others 3 1 0 2 0 2 5 (lib) 

Ternaries 1   
Complex 6   
Total 84 23 0 14 5 7 5 138
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Figure 1. Recovery of galena-sphalerite (left) and galena-quartz (right) binary particles in the concentrate as a function 
of galena (wt%) content of the particle. Recoveries calculated in different stages of the particle balancing process. 
 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, a new methodology for tracking multiphase mineral particles in flotation circuits has been described. The 
methodology has been successfully applied to flotation tests of a high-grade lead-zinc-silver ore from BHP-Billiton’s 
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Cannington mine in Australia. The methodology opens new possibilities for multiphase particle tracking, modelling and 
simulation of flotation circuits. 
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